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IMPORTANT
Due to Covid-19 and the national lockdown, many of our Al-Anon groups are meeting electronically instead of face-to-face.
***LATEST NEWS: NEWCOMERS ZOOM MEETINGS***
BRAND-NEW GROUPS – for newcomers, newer Al-Anon members or those struggling with active alcoholism:
Cape Town: Wednesdays 5pm to 6pm
Gauteng: Sundays 5pm
WhatsApp message: 082 895 6815
WhatsApp message: 082 316 3673/082 455 2977/082 626 0262
For information regarding online meetings please contact one of the numbers below or refer to the 'List of Meetings' at
http://www.alanon.org.za/meetings/.
CAPE AREA OFFICE: WhatsApp message: 072 258 0986 / Tel: +27 21 595 4517 / Email: alanonct@iafrica.com

The opinions expressed here are strictly those of the person who gave them. Take what you liked and leave the rest.

LET GO AND LET GOD
In this time of the pandemic,
that we are facing, we need to let go
of so many things and rely on our
Higher Power for help.
Despite the pandemic and the
unstable economy, I need to trust
my Higher Power for every situation
we face, because of not seeing our
Al-Anon friends, family and children,
missing the hugs, kisses and one-onone chats.
I am grateful to participate in
Z0om meetings, as well as video
calls with my children and watching
from far how quickly my grandson is
growing. There have been so many
negative thoughts that runs in my
mind because of the virus. All I can
do is to trust my Higher Power to let
go. I have no control over the
pandemic. The slogan ‘Let go and
Let God’ helps me get freed from
the need to control myself and my
loved ones, from worrying and
being scared.
I keep away, knowing and
believing that God can do what I
cannot. The slogan also tells me that
I am letting God handle the
situation. Before I came to Al-Anon,
I was in a situation that I could not
even think correctly. I have so many
scars and trauma of the past and
always remembering them. I felt
self-pity and complacent and always
crying because of my rock bottom.
When I first attended Al-Anon
meetings, for months I never spoke,
I just sat and listened to everyone
sharing. I did not understand what
was spoken at times, but I felt that I
belong
in
these
meetings.
Therefore, I kept coming back with
an open mind because I wanted the
joy and peace that I saw on the faces

of the members. Today I am blessed
with a new and wonderful Life.
Prior to me coming to Al-Anon I
never looked forward for Christmas,
Easter holidays or long weekends. I
always had bad or negative thinking
because alcohol was always on our
list and my partner loved the bottle
so much, that fights, and arguments
always took place.
From the time that my partner
and I are in the fellowship, life is
manageable, and we look forward
to holidays and whatever we face
nowadays I let go and hand them to
my Higher Power.
My children are always talking
about how proud they are of us and
their love for us grows daily due to
this wonderful fellowship. The
communication has also improved
tremendously. Today we are like
friends, they can confide and rely on
me. They have also changed their
lives seeing the change in our lives.
The best time was in April 2020
during lockdown level 5 when I had
to see my partner every minute of
the day – oh my word and for so
many days, but it was the best days
ever, with no fights or arguments.
We could do things together like
baking and cooking. We could make
good decisions and communication
was better than before. We had our
Zoom meetings, as well as our
readers.
I want to thank all of you, my
awesome family. I am learning so
much from your shares. I Love all of
you.
I WAS LOST. RAGNIE IS NOW
FOUND IN AL-ANON
By Ragnie C, Courage to Change

LET GO AND LET GOD−
−COURAGE
TO CHANGE (B‐16) PG208
Illusions... from the Latin for to
mock or play with. Illusions of
control of the alcoholic, who is quite
capable of being cunning, baffling,
and powerful – and of playing with
us. Or at least the disease is. And
then illusions about filling up the
hole inside from the outside, rather
than the inside, from self-care.
There’s a great Joni Mitchell
song, called From Both Sides, Now,
which is all about illusions – clouds’
illusions, love’s illusions and life
illusions... the song ends with the
words:
“It’s life’s illusions I recall
I really don’t know life at all...”
And that can be where we get
stuck if we think we have control, if
we allow our self the illusion that we
might be able to control or cure our
alcoholics – because the only thing
we can control is ourselves, our
attitudes and our feelings. And
that’s hard enough, because, as the
reading says – and I love the way it is
written as though we can hear
ourselves thinking, as opposed to
noticing
or
recognising
our
thoughts, it presumes we can
actually hear our brain thinking...
So it says: “If I hear myself
thinking that I am not good enough
or that I need something outside
myself, I’ll know that I am listening
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to illusions.” Because, as the quote
says, the only way we can change
the outer aspects of our lives is by
changing our inner thoughts and
attitudes. Self-knowledge and selfcare are the antidote to illusion and
two key aspects of recovery. And
Step 4 is the basis of that antidote...
Now all I need to do is work on the
antidote to the illusion that eating
chocolate will fill that hole inside;
now THAT’S a VERY hard illusion to
give up...

By Giles G, Courage to Change

Women’s Day Celebration−
Saturday 8th August 2020
Theme: Evolving as a Woman,
in and through Al-Anon

“Being challenged in life is
inevitable, being defeated is
optional.” I shared these words on
my status on the morning of the day
I was going to chair the Women's
Day Celebration in Cape Town.
Murphy's Law when I switched on
my computer and tried to login, the
message I got was “no internet
access”. After many attempts, I
began to stress and then realised I
needed to say the Serenity Prayer.
My Higher Power came through for
me as I managed to be able to meet
that challenge at my son's home. I
did not allow myself to be defeated.
It was the first time that I was in
the chair for such a special event
with so many local, national and
international attendees. It was a
little nerve wracking, but again my
Higher Power came through for me.
The theme being “Evolving as a
Women in and through Al-Anon”, I
had to acknowledge our founders
and women of strength, Lois W and
Anne
B,
without
whose
intervention, we would not have
been here as one united family.
Being the celebration of
National Women's Day, I also had to
include these famous words:

“Wathint'
Abafasi,
Wathint'
Imbokodo” which means “You
Strike the Women, you Strike the
Rock”. I saw us all as rocks evolving
as strong women.
I also included the saying of the
Serenity Prayer in Afrikaans as it's
the second official language in our
country.
We had some outstanding
shares from our local, national, and
international
speakers.
Their
readiness and commitment to share
is what this fellowship is all about.
There was so much in their shares
but what I took from the speakers is
as follows:
The powerful quotes and
affirmations on evolving as a
woman, from Charissa (Cape Area).
Acceptance and Honesty and "I am
enough" from Katie (UK). High
sense of purpose is a spiritual
confirmation of evolving as a
woman and the affirmations on
freedom from Nan (KZN).
Reference to a rough diamond
which has gone through the
different stages and is beginning to
shine
through
from
Madge
(Gauteng). Vulnerable, emotional,
honest share and affirmation. "true
to myself" from Desiree (Cape
Area). Strong connection with
Higher Power, use of acronyms and
affirmation, "greatly releasing all
conscious
expectations"
from
Catherine (US).
A common thread through all of
the shares was pain and in keeping
with the theme, they showed us
that they are evolving as women of
real strength and courage. The
meetings concluded on a spiritual
high with my spiritual family.
I would like to place on record
my sincere thanks to Margie, Carol
and the team for having trusted me
to be in the chair and to lead the
meetings,
putting
all
the
arrangements together for the
lucky draws and painting to be
auctioned, and to all those who
worked in the background. I was
unable to express our gratitude due
to
Zoom
connection
being

terminated abruptly. Thank you all
for your service.
Our speakers for so readily
accepting and their commitment to
join our celebrations. Everyone for
their participation and service.
Happy Women's Day this 9th
August 2020 during the pandemic
and lockdown. Love and God bless
you all.

By Devi P, Cape Area

The Winner of the “Most Creative
Mask”
was
Racquel
from
Steenberg.
Congratulation
Racquel and thank you for sharing
the life experiences below which
inspired your creative work.

MY MASK OF GIFTS...
I am a WOMAN with MANY
GIFTS...
GIFTS of Love, Compassion,
Kindness,
Motherhood,
Grannyhood, Marriage, Creativity,
Style,
Confidence,
Patience,
Gentleness, Joy, Peace and Selfcontrol... nurturing them one day
at a time.
In Al-Anon I have received
many gifts – a Sponsor, Serenity, a
Spiritual Family, and a Twelve Step
Program.
I thank my Higher Power today
for guiding me to Al-Anon.
I AM A GIFT FROM GOD.
By Racquel, Steenberg

We’re all in this together! Even if we can’t hold hands right now
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THINGS I’VE HEARD
IN MEETINGS
Catherine from Texas shared these
gems during her share at the Women’s
Day Celebration:
Evolve contains the word love
backwards and before Al-Anon my
idea of love was distorted and
conditional.
In the program I went from zero to
hero for myself and my recovery.
GIFT = God Is Forever There
I went from reaction-ships to
Relationships.
GRACE = Gently Release All
Conscious Expectations.
Using gratitude, praise, prayer, and
forgiveness, I get peace, serenity, and
contentment.

፹፺፻
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፹፺፻
፹፺፻

BALANCING
COVID‐19
AND
PERSONAL GROWTH
Growing in Al-Anon can be
challenging and working on yourself
can be fun but its hard work
depending on your perspective.
Especially when you have to face
reality going through those
questioning periods, tough times
experiencing the dips in self-esteem
and confidence levels.
One good thing that came into
being as a result of Covid-19 is the
Zoom meetings. Now we can truly
enjoy and have access to this
worldwide fellowship’s rooms from
the comfort of our homes. Wow
how great is that another choice
available to use or lose, isn’t that
just awesome.

I had my fair share of challenges,
so I have a choice to rise to the
occasion or lie down and be
defeated. The program taught me
that self-care and spirituality is a
personal choice. So, during this
period of the pandemic I chose to
put myself first. I did this by
connecting with my sponsor, joining
a Zoom meeting at my convenience,
and put into practice the Just for
Today principle of the program.
I am on a journey to personal
freedom living the program one day
at a time, wow this is really a new
way of life, before Al-Anon, I
existed, I didn’t live. Now I can be
and live in the moment, experience
it, experience life, feel the joy,
sadness, love, pain and laugh till my
stomach hurts. One of our members
shared once, you have to be REAL to
FEEL, you have to FEEL to HEAL. So,
feeling all the different emotions –
good, bad or ugly, all of it helps me
on this journey to personal freedom.
Since one of the principles of the
program teaches us that one of the
forward reaching principles is thru
sharing our experience strength and
hope, I would like to share some of
my golden nuggets I collected
during this period on the Zoom
platform from members around the
globe:
I am enough, I have enough, I do
enough.
Start accepting, stop expecting.
God wants you, for your ability
not your availability.
God gets into my head before I
do.
Doing service always presume
goodwill.
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PAIN = Patience, Acceptance,
Inventory, New Beginnings.
LOVE = Let Others Voluntary
Evolve.
FROG = Fully Relying on God.
My own acronym for HOPE is =
Help Others Prosper Every day.

I am just loving the exposure and
opportunity afforded to MAKE
CRISIS WORK FOR ME. So, taking
baby steps in allowing one challenge
at a time, practicing my newfound
confidence, and replacing my fears
One Day at a Time. Until next time.

By Carol B, Durbanville, Cape Area

WOMEN’S MONTH – A TIME OF
REFLECTION
Women’s Month lends to so
much reflection and a good time to
assess how we are doing personally.
As Women, way too often we
put everyone else before ourselves,
because it’s viewed as the “right
thing” to do – and that it’s selfish to
put ourselves first. We ensure that
the needs of EVERYONE else is met
before our own needs – that our
partners, our families, our jobs, our
homes – are all ok before we are ok.
We are so busy anticipating the
needs of others, that we don’t listen
to our own bodies. Many of us
struggle with the idea of putting
ourselves first and acknowledging
that we are the most important
person in our lives.
Life is all about Balance and
when you constantly put others
before yourself, you become
“unbalanced”.
Self-care
is
important – as we are no use to
anyone if we feel depleted. “Be
there for others, but never leave
yourself behind.” – Dodinsky.
I found Al-Anon and went to my
first meeting in May 2017. I did not
know Al-Anon existed before then,
however was always aware of the
AA Programme since my teens.
Joining this fellowship, in many
ways, has helped me more than a
session with a therapist – and in
these past three years, as a grateful
member of Al-Anon, attending our
weekly group meetings regularly,
has been food for my soul, and

We’re all in this together! Even if we can’t hold hands right now
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restored my balance and sense of
self-worth.
From Page 51 in Courage to
Change that relates to Self-Care – “I
realized that until I started treating
myself like a valued friend, I would be
standing in the way of my own
recovery.”
By Pearl N, Rondebosch Group

MY STRUGGLE...
When I finally understood how
deeply I had been affected by
alcoholism in my childhood, I did
struggle very much to accept and
cope with it. I didn’t know how to
deal with all the feelings and
emotions that came up and even the
memories that were buried so
deeply but started to slowly
awaken. It was like a floodgate had
opened, but it was a very necessary
step in order for healing and
recovery to begin.
I especially did NOT want to
accept how badly both my parents
had been affected by the disease as
well. I wanted to blame my father
for everything, physical abuse,
violent outbursts and temper
tantrums, neglect, abandonment
and my own fear, anxiety, low selfesteem and lack of self-love and
awareness.
All I did these years was to look
back and stare into my past. I lived
there every day, never experiencing
the present day fully. I could spend
hours in rumination of the past. It
seemed at one stage that my past,
present and future were all
enmeshed and had become one big
ball of anger and rage.
Coming to Al-Anon helped me to
slowly start sorting through the

whole mess, navigating the booby
traps and not sinking underwater
when the waters got rough. Al-Anon
taught me to examine everything in
the light of the programme, put
away things that don’t serve me
anymore and look forward to the
things that bring me peace, joy and
serenity.
Today living with a codependant mother, dry drunk
father, and active alcoholic, I have
learnt to separate the disease from
the person – kind of like the Hulk. On
a normal day he is kind, gentle,
generous and caring but when the
‘isms’ and the alcohol are added
then he becomes the ugly green
monster.
Seeing things this way has made
it easier to accept and understand
what I am dealing with. Living in this
kind of environment is constantly
evolving and changing daily and the
trick for me is to find ways to move
along with the change and adapt in
a healthy way. Al-Anon has given me
that.

AVAILABLE RESOURCES
*CONFERENCE APPROVED
LITERATURE (CAL)

LITERATURE
SPECIALS
FOR
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER:
~Paths to Recovery B-24ZA R240.
~How Al-Anon Works B32ZA R195
Literature may be ordered
telephonically or by email from the
Office Administrator. Payment
options available EFT, Snapscan or
cash. A pricelist is available upon
request.
Our daily readers have pearls of
wisdom on every page. Featuring
this week is the One Day at a Time
B- 6 which has been translated into
Afrikaans (B-6A). An Al-Anon classic!
Inspirational
readings
relate
Al-Anon philosophy to everyday
situations, helping to make each day
better than the one before.
Indexed. 384 pages.

One Day at a Time
in Al-Anon B-6 ZA
Price: R240
Locally printed

I have found a way to stay in the
moment, peaceful and calm most
times while the storm rages around
me. I realize now that my Higher
Power has given me these
experiences for a reason. Today I
know it is to share my strength with
others who still suffer. Service in AlAnon has helped me to use all the
negatives and turn them into
positives. I don’t always get it right,
but small steps forward are small
steps towards progress every day.

*SHARE YOUR STORY
Please continue to share your
experience, strength, and hope.
Send your articles marked Echo to
alanonct@iafrica.com or WhatsApp
to 082 342 2102.
*AL−
−ANON FAMILY GROUPS SA
Details on local Zoom meetings
are available at http://www.alanon.
org.za/meetings

By Anita P, Courage to Change

We’re all in this together! Even if we can’t hold hands right now
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NOTICE BOARD
Annual Planner 2020
15 Aug 2020 at 1pm
Area Assembly via Zoom
Rallies
19 Sep 2020 2pm to 3:30pm
Virtual Saldanha Spring Rally
Open Al-Anon Meeting via
Zoom. Details to follow.
Fundraisers
Sep 2020
Food Fair
Other Events
Manchester Open Al-Anon
Convention
22 Aug 2020 from 11am SA time
Theme: Relationships
Mtg ID 2831783893
PSW serenity
A.-….-Without Borders
23 Aug 2020 from 6pm SA time
Mtg ID 787378014
PSW 912936
Topics: Knowledge Based
Decision Making; AA Emotional
Sobriety
From the desk of the Public
Outreach Coordinator–Pearl N
My quote for Public
Outreach this month “We Rise
by Lifting Others.”

in the fellowship, we are to be
forever mindful of individuals in
our groups, our families, our
community and social circles,
who may be finding it difficult
to connect to a meeting or a
Sponsor, who are lonely and
hurting, who have been quiet
for a while. Lockdown has been
a particularly challenging time
for many who have been
affected by the disease of
alcoholism. Let us be reminded
by the Al-Anon Declaration –
Let it Begin With Me. Be that
someone who makes a
difference in the life of another
– reach out – sometimes it may
take more than one attempt to
really connect, don’t give up –
you may be the only one
showing that you care.
Todays’ Reminder on Page
137 in Courage to Change (B-16)
“A
wonderfully
nurturing
atmosphere is created when
people help other people by
being themselves and sharing
their own experiences.”
“We meet as equals and help
one another, not because some
are experts and others are
learners, but because we all have
needs and strengths.” Al-Anon’s
Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions.

GRATITUDE AND THE SEVENTH
TRADITION ~ Every group ought
to be fully self-supporting,
declining outside contributions.
Please continue paying your
group
contributions
electronically. Payments may
be done via deposit, EFT or
SnapScan.
Banking details:
Bank: ABSA
Account Name: Al−Anon Family
Group Cape Area
Account No: 407 321 5579
Branch No: 632005
Type: Cheque
Ref:
GC,
Group
Name,
Member’s Name (if necessary).
SnapScan:

August on the Al-Anon
calendar
acknowledges
Women’s Month and the
suggested Public Outreach
activities
include
visiting
women’s shelters and prisons;
inviting professionals who work
with abused women to
meetings; inviting counsellors
who work in Rehabs to
meetings. Restrictions linked to
Covid-19, however, has limited
such involvement. As members
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